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Physical Literacy 
Through Language & 
Numeracy 

 
What is physical literacy? 
 
Individuals who are physically literate move with competence and confidence in a wide variety of physical activities in 
multiple environments that benefit the healthy development of the whole person. – PHE Canada 
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Fundamental  
Movement Skills 

Stability Skills 

Body rolling 
Dodging 
Balancing 
Bending 
Stretching 

Twisting 
Turning 
Swinging 
Stopping 
Push 

Pull 
Rise/stretch 
Collapse 
Sway 
Shake 

Object Manipulation Skills 

Underhand throw 
Overhand throw 

Kicking 
Striking 

Punting 
Volleying 

Locomotor Skills 

Walking 
Running 
Jumping 

Hopping 
Galloping 
Sliding 

Gliding 
Skipping 
Leaping 

Application of Locomotor Skills 

Chasing 
Climbing 
Fleeing 

Cycling 
Skating 
Swimming 

Diving 
Paddling 
Skiing 
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Activities 
 

Five Finger Fling 
 
Optional Equipment: Chart paper & markers, playing cards 
 
How to play: 
 
1. Form a circle facing the outside in groups of 3 - 5+ participants. 
2. Leader chooses a number that the fingers have to add up to (larger group = larger number). 
3. Do 3 squats, jump to face the middle of the circle and fling any number of your fingers. 
4. Your fingers have to add up to the pre-determined number. If not, try again! 
5. If successful, jump up and down and celebrate! The instructor will know to come over and give you a new number. OR 

put numbers on chart paper so kids can keep going without your instruction. 
 
Playing Cards Version: 
 
1. Create a Legend (example): 

a. Spade = lunges 
b. Heart = squats 
c. Clubs = side lunge 
d. Diamond = two foot jumps 

2. Flip a card from the deck. (Ex: 8 of spades = 3x lunges & fingers need to add up to 8) 
3. This allows the kids to keep going without you always having to give them a new number.  
4. They have to problem-solve when they get a King, Queen, Jack etc. 
 
 
 
 
Tennis Mingle 
 
Equipment: Tennis balls, markers, music 
 
How to play: 
 
1. Write two letters on opposite sides of a tennis ball and two numbers on the other two sides. 
2. Give each participant 1-2 tennis balls. 
3. When the music starts playing, participants move around the area using a locomotor skill specified by the leader. (ex: 

walk, skip, jump, shuffle, gallop, crab walk etc.). 
4. When a participant makes eye contact with another, they toss the ball to each other and continue moving. 
5. Participants continue moving and tossing until the music stops or when the leader calls “freeze”. 
6. The leader will call out instructions to the group: 

a. Find a group of four and spell out a word with at least 4 balls. 
b. In a group of 6, make the largest number using the tennis balls. 
c. Choose one letter from one of the tennis balls & brainstorm as many sports/food/countries/Canadian 

cities/nouns/verbs/adjectives etc. that start with that letter. 
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Alphabet Locomotion 
 
Equipment: Alphabet cards (can use same cards as Alphabet Spelling activity) 
 
How to play: 
 
1. Post the letters of the alphabet around the activity area. 
2. Ask students to spell different words by touching the appropriate letters. 
3. In order to get to the letters, students must use different locomotors movements to get to them as specified by the leader 

(ex: lunge, skip, gallop, shuffle, crab walk, bear walk etc.). 
 
 
 
 
Alphabet Spelling 
 
Equipment: a posted list of activities for each letter of the alphabet 
http://www.everactive.org/daily-physical-activity?id=1396 
 
How to play: 
 
1. Post an activity for each letter of the alphabet around the activity space. Sample list included below. 
2. Have a leader assign a topic, each pair of students choose a word within that topic and they will then complete the 

activity for each letter in the word. 
 

Variation: 
 
1. Have participants create the activities for each letter! 
 
A Alternate knee lifts 20x 
B Bicycle pumps 20x 
C Calf raises 20x 
D Dips 10x 
E Energizer bunny hops 20x 
F Free Dance 30 sec 
G Gluteal kicks 10x each leg 
H Hand Jive 
I Intense marching on the spot 
J Jumping Jacks 20x 
K Kick your heels together 10x 
L Lunges on each leg 10x 
M Mountain Climbers 15x 

N Note your heart rate 
O Hop on each foot 10x 
P Push-ups 5x 
Q Squats 10x 
R Run on the spot 15 sec 
S Skip on the spot with high knees 20x 
T Tae Bo kicks front and back 10x each leg 
U YOU stretch it – reach high and low 
V V-sit 20 sec 
W Walk around the room once 
X Cross over steps 10x each direction 
Y Yodel for 10 sec with your best voice 
Z Zig zag jumps from side to side 20x

 
 
 
 
  

http://www.everactive.org/daily-physical-activity?id=1396
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Bowling Over Fractions 
 
Equipment: Bowling pins/folded cardstock/pylons, medium size balls, worksheet 
http://www.everactive.org/bringing-personal-growth-and-well-being-to-life?id=1208 
 
How to Play: 
 
1. Divide participants into groups (approx. 3 people per team OR based on the number of bowling pins you have) 
2. Give each person the Bowling over Fractions worksheet 
3. Each group sets up 8 bowling pins (4 rows of 2 – to match the picture on the worksheet) 
4. Participants take turns rolling the ball into the pins and fills out the worksheet accordingly. 
5. Set up the bowling pins in between each participants turn. 
 
 
 
 
Math Match 
 
Equipment: Downloadable math match cards 
http://www.everactive.org/bringing-personal-growth-and-well-being-to-life?id=1208 
 
How to play: 
 
1. Before starting the activity, place numbers signs with an activity sign OR create your own sign that has both on one sheet 

(e.g. 1-jog on the spot) around the activity area. If the activity is taking place outdoors, the signs can be placed on 
pylons. 

2. Give math equation cards to all students.  
3. Have students move briskly around the activity area using different locomotor movements, exchanging cards. 
4. Call out “Match”. Have students move to their corresponding number posted on the sign and perform the activity for 

30—45 seconds. 
5. Call out “Move”. Have students move around the activity area exchanging cards, as before, until you call out “Match” 

again. 
 
Variations: 
 
1. Use different methods of traveling to increase or decrease the intensity of the activity. 
2. Instead of providing ideas for fitness tasks, have students brainstorm ideas. 
3. Edit the downloadable math match cards to reflect addition, subtraction, division etc. 
 
 
 
 
  

http://www.everactive.org/bringing-personal-growth-and-well-being-to-life?id=1208
http://www.everactive.org/bringing-personal-growth-and-well-being-to-life?id=1208
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Clear Out Stories 
 
Equipment: Paper & pens/pencils 
 
How to Play: 
 
1. Give each participant a piece of paper and pen/pencil 
2. Have them write a “story starter” at the top of their piece of paper and crumple it up into a ball. Leader might want to 

provide a story theme. 
3. Divide the participants into two groups. Use a gym line/tape/identifier as the middle line between the two groups. 
4. Leader instructs the participants that they have 1 minute to throw as many balls of paper over to the other teams side. 
5. After 1 minute, participants unfold a piece of paper, add to the story, and crumple it back up again. Play again until the 

pages are full. 
 
Note: establish rules about appropriate stories. 
 
 
 
 
Fitness Monopoly 
 
Equipment: Downloadable Monopoly cards, clothes pins, sets of dice 
http://www.everactive.org/daily-physical-activity?id=1396 
 
How to play: 
 
1. Post Monopoly cards around your activity space and dice in the middle. 
2. Form groups - about 3 participants in each group. 
3. Have groups start at different Monopoly cards. 
4. 1 member of each groups runs to the dice in the middle - rolling 2 dice together. 
5. Participant adds the dice together (ex: 1+4=5), runs back to their group, moves 5 cards clockwise and completes the 

activity on the new Monopoly card.  
6. After completing each monopoly card, they come to the leader to receive a clothes pin. 
7. Repeat with a different group member running to the middle to roll the dice. 
 
Variation:  
 
1. Participants have to hop, skip, jump etc. to the next Monopoly card vs. walking. 
 
 
 
 
 

This resource is a collaborative effort between the Alberta Recreation and Parks Association and Ever Active Schools. 
 

 
 

http://www.everactive.org/daily-physical-activity?id=1396

